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THE U11 MAVERICKS MADE THE FINALS OF THE RED GENERATION CUP

QUICK NEWS

A Note from the CU President
by Jesse Tracey

We have been striving to provide the best
possible soccer experience for your child.
Over the past several years we
implemented changes such as revamping
our U8 program, updating our website,
taking over Recreation from the town, and
formally evaluating our trainers. We also
began measuring our performance though
parent feedback (see end of newsletter).
Overall our performance has increased
each year and satisfaction levels are high.
This is true across Travel and Recreation.
The number of players registering for our
Travel program has increased each year
also. We are quite pleased but we want to
continue to make CU even better.
Club volunteers and the Board will see
some turnover this year due to relocations
and players aging out of the program. We
need more committed volunteers to take
our Club to the next level. Please reach
out to help!
If you do volunteer you will definitely find
it a rewarding experience since you will be
part of introducing the great game of
soccer to over 1,000 children in town.

Sometimes parents say to me that the job
of President must be a thankless job but I
tell them that actually it isn’t. Many people
come up to me downtown, at the pool or
in the supermarket and thank me for the
hard work and for making a difference in
the program. For me it has been a very
rewarding experience.
Spring Season

Flight Winners!
Our Travel Soccer teams enjoyed a
successful spring. Three teams won their
flight – the U10 Mavericks, the U11 Force and
the U12 Trojans (below). Congratulations!

The spring season for our U8 Program and
U9‐U14 Travel has concluded and we
would like to thank our volunteers for
another successful season!
We also want to congratulate our U14
teams on their graduation from the Club.
Many of these players have been with the
Club since age 7. We celebrate these teams
on pages 4‐5.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PRESIDENT
Jesse Tracey
jesse.tracey@hotmail.com

Uniform Drive
Finn Grosso, U13 Mustangs, is running a
uniform drive to provide children in Ghana
with Chatham United uniforms. Since our
Travel program is beginning a new uniform
cycle Finn wanted to put our old uniforms to
good use. You can see Finn’s letter on page
6. Please drop your old uniforms off in a box
on 44 Broadview Terrace. Thank you Finn!
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Recreation Soccer

Coaching Recreation Soccer

We are pleased to announce that

A successful Recreation Soccer

registration for our Recreation

program requires volunteer coaches.

Soccer Program is now open on our

Large numbers of coaches allows us

website (closes August 15, 2016).

to create small teams so the players
get more focused attention and



Open to all Chatham residents in



Get a fingerprint background
check – this is a requirement of

more playing time overall.

K‐8th grade

Chatham Recreation. Please do



Fall only (Sep‐Nov)

this as early as possible so



One Saturday training and game

you/we receive clearance from

session (K‐8th grade)

Chatham Recreation. This can

One weekday training session

take some time and will impact

1st‐8th grade)

team formation so please have

Weekday sessions led by

this done ASAP (July as August

professional trainers from United

can be too late). Click here for

Soccer Academy (USA) following

more information on the




a targeted technical curriculum


Saturday sessions led by parent
volunteer coaches working with



background check process

As a volunteer coach you:


DO NOT need to be available on

the USA trainers to present the

weekdays ‐ we use professional

targeted technical curriculum,

trainers from United Soccer

along with small sided games

Academy for our weekday

Includes team jersey

training sessions




Take the Rutgers Safety Course



– click here for more information
Be enthusiastic and positive on
Saturday mornings!

FOR MORE INFORMATION

DO NOT need to send out

EMAIL: chathamunitedrecsoccer@gmail.com

For more information and to register

numerous emails with logistics

WEBSITE: http://www.chathamunitedsoccer.org

see our website.

on practices and games – our
website provides automated
alerts on all practices and games

Please
volunteer
for coaching
and
assistant
coaching
positions!

and any changes so you just
need to show up


DO NOT need to be an expert in
soccer – we provide a simple
curriculum to follow for practices
and a professional trainer is on‐
site on Saturdays to assist you.
We also have a “coach the
coaches” session led by a USA
trainer prior to the season

There are some requirements to
coaching however. Here is what you
DO need to do:

To choose to become a coach is to
choose to lead. Coaching is
leadership. A coach’s words and
actions deliver leadership messages
each and every time. Your team will
react to and most often become a
reflection of your leadership. A
coach’s leadership goes a long way
in determining the character of the
team, the culture of the team, the
efficiency of the team, the quality of
the collective effort and the success
of the team, in terms of games won,
the quality of play and the
meaningful significance of the team
experience.”
2016 Leadership Series,
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America
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Did you Know?

Look out for…

Olympic Development Program

Chatham United Cup

One of our very own players, Miles
Robertson (U13 Colts) was selected to
represent New Jersey on the 2002 State
team. Miles and the ODP team played in a
regional tournament against teams from PA,
WV, VA, MD and DE this past June.

We will be holding our second annual
Chatham United Cup this fall for our Travel
players. This will be an intra‐Club event and
will include 3v3 or 4v4 games. If you would
like to assist with this great event please
email us at chathamunitedreg@gmail.com.

Miles Robertson, first row far left,
and the 2002 NJ ODP Team

“Technique is crucial for a
player. You can be strong,
fast and agile but if you
can’t control the ball, it
will mean little.
Soccer IQ, that’s what
separates the top players
from the rest.
Coach‐ability, if a player
can’t deal with feedback
or doesn’t take criticism
well, he or she will have a
very hard time learning
and improving on his or

CU players Kiki Rooney, Maggie
Foucher, Erin Bolger and Ryan
Bolger with US Women’s
National Team Player Carli Lloyd!

Red Bulls/Sky Blue Night
We are planning another Club evening out to
watch the Red Bulls or Sky Blue FC this fall.
Watching live games is a great way for your
child to both fall in love with soccer and
develop insight into how to play the game. If
you would like to assist us in organizing this
event please email us at
chathamunitedreg@gmail.com.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

U10 Broncos and their Moms on
Mother’s Day!

her game.
And, personality —
a player who can’t deal
with the adversity and the
pressure of the game, at
the high level, will fail. I
personally like players
who are outgoing and
expressive.”
‐ Roberto Lopez, USDA
Academy Director on
important traits for a
youth soccer player

http://www.chathamunitedsoccer.org
https://www.facebook.com/chathamunitedsoccer

FAST FACTS

11:1
Chance of High School soccer player
playing in college

73:1
Chance of High School soccer player
playing in NCAA Division 1

835:1
Chance of High School soccer player
playing professionally
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Congratulations to our graduating class!
The Celtic, Lynx and Liberty finished their careers with CU this spring. We would like to recognize the coaches and players and thank them
for their support of Chatham United throughout their time with the Club. We wish them all the best in the future!

Celtic
Trainer
Dave Stapleton
Parent Manager
Mark D’Costa
Assistant Parent Manager
Brendan O’Brien
Players

Andrew Bergman
Connor Breen
DJ Carini
Aidan Christie
Colton Christie
Jackson D’Costa
Myles Downey
Max Eckles
Cameron Greene
Elvin Gunadasa
Peter Han
Kyle Holmes
Matthew Nonnenmacher
Tristan O’Brien
Jonathan Powers
Ivan Rozhkov
Ryan Varca

FOREVER
UNITED!
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Congratulations to our graduating class!
The Celtic, Lynx and Liberty finished their careers with CU this spring. We would like to recognize the coaches and players and thank them
for their support of Chatham United throughout their time with the Club. We wish them all the best in the future!

Lynx

Liberty

Trainer

Trainer

Claire Smith

Eddie Quarcoo

Parent Manager
Kevin Hartnett
Assistant Parent Managers
Jim Kraus
Kieran McGlynn

F
O
R

Parent Manager
Meagan O’Connor
Assistant Parent Managers
Melissa Andreychuk

E
V
E
R
U
N

Players
Spencer Darby
Shannon Donohoe
Ally Franz
Madeline Hartnett
Taylor Kraus
Grace Langford
Tamer Luzi
Catherine Madden
Christine Madden
Chloe McGlynn

I
T
E

Players
Mullane Andreychuk
Emily Brown
Lea Casano‐Boris
Isabelle Cline
Anya D’Costa

D

Jane DesMarais

!

Ellie Gates

Meghan Flood
Laura Macri
Jillian McCarthy

Olivia Mudrick

Grace Nickerson

Alexandra Norce

McKenna O’Connor

Lizzie O’Neill

Melina Panagakos

Katie Redmond

Karoline Savarese

Calli Snyder

Lucy Walrond

Jane Workman

Victoria Walters
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Uniform Drive for Ghana!
My name is Finn Grosso and I play
for the Chatham United Mustangs.
Two years ago I collected uniforms
and sent them to
the Osu
Children’s Home
in Accra, Ghana.
Our trainer
Eddie Quarcoo,
is from this town
in Africa.
Since our club is
getting new uniforms, I would like to
collect the old ones again. As you can
see in the pictures, they were SO happy to get them. These
children are orphans and don’t have much. They do love
soccer though and maybe now they will have enough
uniforms to give each child their own.
I will put a box outside my house at 44
Broadview Terrace. Please consider
dropping your uniform to me, it seems
like a little thing to us but believe me, it’s
a big thing to them.
Thank you for your help.
Finn
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Top 10 things Soccer Referees wish Coaches and Parents
knew about the game
1. The ball is out of play when it completely passes over one of the four field borders. In soccer,
the entire ball has to be over the line and until it is, the ball is still in play. The player can be off
the field completely and as long as the ball is touching one blade of grass with a white marking
on it, the ball is still in and can be played by the "out of bounds" player. (FYI, I regularly have
parents screaming "The ball touched the line ‐‐ it's out!!!!" Do you know how foolish that
sounds to someone who knows a bit about the game?)
2. There is no "hand ball" rule. Whenever the ball touches the hand of a player who is not the
keeper, the players, coaches, and parents of the other team immediately yell "hand ball'' and
expect the game to be stopped and the other team awarded the ball. But there is no "hand
ball" rule‐‐ a rule that says if the ball touches any part of the "hand" (which is defined as "below
the shoulder", BTW) then it's a foul. The actual rule is "DELIBERATELY handling the ball". So
when a ball hits a hand/arm, the referee goes through a whole host of mental criteria to
determine whether or not he thought the contact was deliberate. If it was, a foul is called. If
not, there is no call and the game goes on.
3. Soccer is a contact sport. Many people think soccer is supposed to be a softer version of
basketball when it comes to contact. It's actually a much rougher version of basketball and a
bit softer than football. Contact is not only allowed, but it's required if a player wants to be
successful. The general rule is that shoulder to shoulder contact is fine. Other contact
depending on how hard, where it happens, the outcome of it and a few other factors may or
may not be ok. The referee is tasked to look at contact and make sure nothing unfair or unsafe
happens and call the game accordingly.
4. Just because a player falls down doesn't mean he was fouled. Players fall down (on accident as
well as on purpose) all the time in soccer. It's part of the game. It's natural considering you are
only using your legs and your opponents are doing the same. And the younger the kids, the
more they seem to fall down for no reason whatsoever. So just because Johnny falls down
doesn't mean he was fouled and deserves the ball.
5. There's a difference between direct free kicks (DFK) and indirect free kicks (IFK.) An IFK is one
in which the kicker cannot score until one additional player (from either team) has touched the
ball. If the kicker kicks the ball directly into the net on an IFK, it is not a goal (it comes out for a
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goal kick for the opposing team). There is no specific signal to indicate a DFK, but if it's an IFK,
the referee will raise one arm straight into the air and hold it there until the second player
touches the ball or it goes out of bounds. (FYI, a penalty kick occurs when a DFK foul is
committed within the penalty area ‐‐the larger of the two boxes around a keeper‐ by the
defending team.)
6. The referee is sole manager of the clock and adds on time he feels was spent on non‐game
activities. Games are divided into two halves with designated time periods (both equal). At the
start of each half, the referee begins the clock and it keeps running no matter what happens. It
never stops. When the required time is reached on the clock, the referee decides how much
time was spent on non‐game activities like injuries, substitutions, and the like and lets the
game go on for that amount of time. This is generally 2 to 3 minutes, but can be longer if there
was a bad injury (that took a lot of time to fix) in the half.
7. A foul isn't always called‐ and it's on purpose. In soccer, if a foul occurs, the referee looks for
what is called ''advantage." If the team that was fouled has the chance of benefitting in some
way from the foul or after the foul (like has a chance to move the ball significantly down the
field or even score), the referee lets play go on and calls "advantage". Many people don't
understand this rule and instead see "mistakes" made by the referee. They usually "see" the
following: 1) a foul occurred and the referee "missed it" and 2) then he calls a foul for "nothing."
But actually he was simply letting the scene play out to see if the fouled team got an
advantage or not.
8. Cards are given for misconduct (things players do that are not allowed). 1) yellow cards are
given as warnings that a player did something incorrectly, 2) red cards are given when a player
does something so bad that he's thrown out of the game (and his team has to play with one
less player), and 3) two yellow cards gets you a red card.
9. Offside is the most confusing concept for spectators, coaches, and players to grasp. The laws
applied to offside are too confusing to try and put here .in a few words. Suffice to say the
Referee and Assistant Referees most probably know the Laws better than you and most
certainly are in a better position to determine whether a player was offside at the time the ball
was passed in their direction. A player can be in an offside position, without any call being
made, as long as the ball is passed in their direction.
10. This isn't the world cup. I understand that people get emotionally wrapped into sports, but you
have to consider the bigger picture. The kids (especially at the younger ages) are there to have
fun and learn a team sport. Don't ruin it for them and everyone else.
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Chatham United
Parent Survey (Travel) – Spring 2016
June 2016

Survey Responses

Surveys Sent

Surveys Completed

Percent Complete

Total

379

245

65%

Boys

190

120

63%

Girls

189

125

66%

U9

78

56

72%

U10

73

50

68%

U11

75

52

69%

U12

55

29

53%

U13

48

36

75%

U14

50

22

44%

Chatham United • Parent Survey – Spring 2016
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Questions
1. Did your team’s Trainer provide positive encouragement and motivation during practices and games?
2. Did your team’s Trainer communicate well with players and, when appropriate, parents?
3. Did your team’s Trainer demonstrate a thorough understanding of skills and game tactics?
4. Did your team’s Trainer Conduct productive practices & games?
5. Did your team’s Trainer organize practices & games well?
6. Did your team’s Trainer effectively develop your child’s, understanding and love of the game?
7. Would you recommend your team’s Trainer for next year?
8. Did your team’s Parent Manager create a positive environment for the players?
9. Did your team’s Parent Manager communicate well with parents?
10. Did your team’s Parent Manager ensure players received appropriate playing time?
11. Did your team’s Parent Manager organize practices & games well?
12. Did your team’s Parent Manager provide sufficient practices, games & tournament opportunities?
13. Understanding that it is often difficult to manage game schedules with the league and obtaining field
space, did your team’s Parent Manager properly recognize commitments to spring sports (baseball,
lacrosse, softball) and try to accommodate the game schedule to the extent possible?
14. Would you recommend your team’s Parent Manager for next year?
Chatham United • Parent Survey – Spring 2016
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Overall Summary
 Strongly Agree/Agree = 87% of all responses
 Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree = 13% of all responses
 Trainer back next year – Yes = 85% of all responses
 Parent Manager back next year – Yes = 94% of all responses

Chatham United • Parent Survey – Spring 2016
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Comparison to Prior Years
2014

2015

2016

Overall Completion Percentage

44%

49%

65%

Percent Strongly Agree/Agree

83%

83%

87%

Parent Manager Back Next Year ‐ Yes

86%

90%

94%

Trainer Back Next Year ‐ Yes

84%

87%

85%



The number of members completing our survey has increased each year and overall is up from 44% to
a 2016 high of 65%



This past year responses of Strongly Agree or Agree increased from 83% the prior two years to a 2016
high of 87%



The overall satisfaction with our Parent Managers has increased each year by 4 percentage points a
year to a 2016 high of 94%



After increasing in 2015, the overall satisfaction with our professional trainers decreased from 87% to
85% this past year. This decrease was driven by dissatisfaction from just one of our 28 teams however.
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Detailed Questions related to Trainers
Higher scores

Slightly lower scores

 Positive environment

 Communication

 Understanding of tactics
 Productive practices and games

Detailed Questions related to Parent Managers
Higher scores

Slightly lower scores

 All questions had strongly agree
or agree greater than 90%

 Not applicable
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Themes from Overall Comments
 Trainer presence at games
 Spring conflicts
 Rotation of positions at younger ages
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